
Round 9 – Under 11s Park Orchards v Brunswick Dragons 
 

This week the Dragons took on another finals contender in Park Orchards at Park Orchards. Led 

out by our captain for the day Luca P, the team looked ready for the challenge on a calm, dry 

Sunday morning. 
 
It was a tough first quarter with both sides attacking and creating scoring chances. The 

opposition drew first blood with a strong mark and the opening goal. Brunswick worked the ball 

from defence to attack with a chain of precise passing from deep in the backline. Brunswick 

players showed their desperation with a long chase and tackle to lock the ball in their forward 

line. They were soon rewarded with a mark and goal to open their scoring. After a strong spoil to 

prevent another Park Orchards attack it looked as if Brunswick had settled into the game well. 

Brunswick conceded a late goal which appeared to give Park Orchards a slight advantage at 

quarter time. The quarter time score was Park Orchards 2.0.12 to Brunswick Dragons 1.0.6. 
 
The second quarter showed how important the midfield battle would prove to be. Brunswick 

appeared to be kicking to the scoring end (downhill with a slight breeze) and soon the midfield 

began to clear the ball and give their forwards some quick entries. Brunswick regained the lead 

after a clever snap brought up a goal. This was followed by a strong mark and goal. The 

Dragons’ precise ball use was beginning to hit targets and worry their opponents. At half time the 

score was Park Orchards 2.0.12 Brunswick Dragons 3.4.22. 
 
Park Orchards began the third quarter with renewed vigour and began putting our defence under 

enormous pressure. After conceding 2 quick goals to a free kick and a strong mark the 

Brunswick players steadied and began to link up through a series of strong contests and precise 

disposal. Just when it looked as if the Dragons had held Park Orchards to a manageable lead, a 

quick snap rolled through as the siren rang to give Park Orchards a nine point lead at 3 quarter 

time. At three quarter time the score was Park Orchards 5.1.31 to Brunswick Dragons 3.4.22. 
 

Brunswick knew that a strong start to the last quarter was needed if they were to bridge the gap 

and have a chance of overtaking the home team. Park Orchards begin well as they ran the ball 

forward with a series of individual runs and snapped the opening goal of the final term. To the 

credit of the Dragons onballers, they never lost hope, and once again began to surge to ball 

forward. The pressure lifted as Brunswick kicked their first for the quarter then followed up with a 

great snap to give the visitors a chance of snatching victory. A close snap just before the siren 

appeared to sail over the post as the dragons failed to reel in the home team’s lead. A gallant 

effort by an undermanned Brunswick had just fallen short of the mark. The team should be proud 

of their efforts, they tried hard and in the end the game could have gone either way. There are 

plenty of positives from the game and also plenty of areas which can be worked on at training. 
 
The final score was Park Orchards 6.2.38 to Brunswick Dragons 5.5.35. 

 
Michael Davis - Under 11 Coach (Retired) 

 
Special thanks to Ray, Chris, Greg, Tim, David, Gavin & Dom for their support in the various 

roles they performed on the day. Go Dragons!!!!!! 

 


